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Featured Application: This work provides a generalization of the velocity obstacle (VO) colli-
sion avoidance strategy to nonlinear second-order underactuated systems in three-dimensional
dynamic uncertain environments.

Abstract: This work provides a generalization of the three-dimensional velocity obstacle (VO) col-
lision avoidance strategy for nonlinear second-order underactuated systems in three-dimensional
dynamic uncertain environments. A hierarchical architecture is exploited to deal with conflicting
multiple subtasks, which are defined as several rotations and are parameterized by quaternions. An
improved VO method considering the kinodynamic constraints of a class of fixed-wing unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) is proposed to implement the motion planning. The position error and velocity
error can be mapped onto one desired axis so that, only relying on an engine, UAVs can achieve the
goal of point tracking without collision. Additionally, the performance of the closed-loop system is
demonstrated through a series of simulations performed in a three-dimensional manner.

Keywords: collision avoidance; second order; moving obstacles; kinodynamic constraints;
hierarchical architecture

1. Introduction

In recent years, fixed-wing UAVs have gained growing applications in the civilian field
as well as military fields, such as search, mapping, rescue, surveillance, and patrol. These
applications commonly require the UAV to autonomously track predefined waypoints or
prescribed trajectories. In addition, the autonomous detection of potential threats and an
online obstacle avoidance algorithm are necessary for UAVs to ensure adequate security [1].
Accordingly, the control problem of UAVs is a multi-objective issue, which indicates that
it is extremely important to introduce an integrated approach, taking into account global
navigation as well as the local potential obstacle avoidance simultaneously. However,
fixed-wing UAVs are typical underactuated systems with nonholonomic constraints, and it
is still a challenging problem to develop a guidance framework when facing such a system.

Another important case is that UAVs need to perform multiple tasks, especially as
there exist conflicts in sub-tasks, which motivates us to carry out our research. To this end,
we introduce a hierarchical architecture [2–4] to cope with an arbitrary number of subtasks.

1.1. Related Works

Substantial research on motion planning for UAVs has been conducted, including
sampling-based methods [5] and search-based methods [6]. For UAVs, the methods men-
tioned above are not directly applicable since they heavily rely on target prior information
and large-scale iteration.

In view of the aforementioned considerations, reactive collision avoidance methods
have been utilized to tackle the motion planning problem of systems with limited comput-
ing resources. The VO method was first proposed in [7], and it was originally developed
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for moving obstacles, considering the velocity of each obstacle in the environment. Since
the VO method computes the avoidance velocity reactively based on the instantaneous
geometric relationship of collisions, target prior information becomes needless. Compared
with other reactive collision avoidance methods, such as artificial potential field (APF)
methods [8–10], the VO method guarantees a lower computational cost and is less prone
to problems with local minimums. Refs. [11–13] extend VO methods to heterogeneous
agents. Ref. [11] relies on specific implicit coordination, Ref. [12] assumes that agents
have the same type of control input, and Ref. [13] depends on an abstraction kinodynamic
model of the robot; the latter makes the VO algorithm truly independent of the model. VO
methods were further extended to the system with non-holonomic constraints by testing
the optimality of sampling control [14], by mapping between the holonomic speed and the
nonholonomic control input [15]. The latter guarantees a lower computational cost. Follow-
ing the concept proposed in Ref. [15], we map the avoidance velocity to the nonholonomic
control input. Thanks to the contributions of Refs. [16,17] on the three-dimensional velocity
obstacle (3D-VO) method, the range of feasible solutions (obstacle avoidance velocity or
acceleration) has been significantly expanded. Our method builds on the concept proposed
in [17] which was successfully verified by experiments for collision avoidance with static
obstacles [18] and extended to the dynamic system with nonholonomic constraints. The
approaches mentioned above directly update velocities to avoid moving obstacles, and
thus, it is summarized as the first-order method. Actually, compared with the quadcopter,
the fixed-wing UAV cannot instantly change the direction of the velocity vector. Instead
of computing an avoidance velocity command, it is possible to produce an avoidance
acceleration that ensures that the collision avoidance can always be maintained.

A systematical extension of VO methods to second-order or higher-order systems
has been conducted [12,13,19–21]. However, the aforementioned approaches contain some
assumptions that limit their application to UAVs, such as only considering the simplified
linear robot model, calculating the solution in a two-dimensional plane, and supposing
that the robot can implement omni-directional acceleration. In [22], a 3D collision cone
was utilized to examine collision condition and rigid quadrotor dynamics were consid-
ered. However, the obstacle avoidance only considers static obstacles in the environment.
The fixed-wing UAV involved in our research has more complex dynamics. To the best
of our knowledge, the extension of the 3D-VO method to a second-order nonlinear dy-
namic system of an underactuated fixed-wing UAV cannot be found in the literature.
Mainly, there are the following difficulties: (1) a fixed-wing UAV is not only a nonholo-
nomic system, but also a kinodynamic constrained nonholonomic system. It must take
explicitly into account this nature of UAVs in planning strategies. However, collision
avoidance may then no longer be guaranteed. (2) The dynamics of a fixed-wing UAV is rep-
resented as a second-order nonlinear differential equation with variable coefficients, which
make it extremely difficult to directly derive a feasible velocity set or acceleration set, as
described in [12,19,20].

1.2. Contributions

(1) Inspired by the work [19], we incorporate second-order kinodynamic constraints
into the velocity by limiting the set of feasible velocities to those that can be achieved
with position error below a predefined value. A reference trajectory resulting from the
3D-VO approach can be retained as formulated in [20]. We derive the control input of the
velocity loop as well as the attitude loop to enable the UAV to converge to the reference
trajectory, such that the motion planning problem can be transformed into a trajectory
tracking problem, which has been extensively studied [23,24]. Since the derivation of the
reference trajectory does not directly depend on the kinodynamic model of the UAV, com-
plex derivation of control obstacles (CO) [20] or acceleration–velocity obstacles (AVO) [19]
can be avoided.

(2) The additional tasks add to the overall flexibility of the UAV. Inspired by the concept
of behavior-based control [2,25], we establish a guidance framework, where multi-tasks are
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arranged according to a hierarchy plan and conducted in a desired priority. The subtasks
can be defined as velocity vectors as presented in [25]. In line with the conventional
behavior-based approaches and similar to the approach proposed in [2], we decompose the
overall mission into several rotations, which are parameterized by quaternions.

1.3. Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some important def-
initions, the dynamic model of a fixed-wing UAV, and the problem statement. In Section 3,
we introduce an improved 3D-VO method for the UAV collision avoidance. In Section 4,
a hierarchical architecture to deal with the multiple task is represented. In Section 5, we
describe in detail the design of the translation loop and attitude loop controllers. The
results presented in this paper are illustrated by a series of simulations in Section 6. The
paper ends with conclusion in Section 7.

2. Problem Formulation
2.1. Notation

Matrices are in capital M, vectors are in bold x, sets are in mathcal H, and the
Minkowski sum of two sets is expressed as H ⊕ F . The Euclidean norm of vector x
is expressed as ‖x‖. The superscript indicates the coordinate, and the coordinate systems
involved in this article include the inertial coordinate system [26], n; body coordinate
system, b; velocity coordinate system, s; error coordinate, e; avoidance coordinate system, a;
and desired coordinate system, d.

The conversion between coordinate systems commonly relies on rotation matrixes

or quaternions. A velocity vector v in b-frame vb =
[

vb
x vb

y vb
z

]T
∈ R3 coincides

with the x-axis of the s-frame. Then, the velocity vector v in the s-frame is expressed as
vs =

[
‖vb‖ 0 0

]T
= Rs

bvb, where the rotation matrix

Rs
b ∈ SO3 =

{
R ∈ R3 : RTR = I, det(R) = 1

}
(I is an identity matrix) represents the rotation from frame-b to frame-s. The quaternion is
represented by a column matrix:

qsb =
[

q0 q1 q2 q3
]T

=
[

ηsb εsb
T ]T =

[
cos( θsb

2 ) ksb
T sin( θsb

2 )
]T

where ηsb is a scalar, εsb ∈ R3 is a vector, θsb = cos−1
(

vb · vs

‖vs‖2

)
represents the rotation angle,

and ksb ∈ R3 = vb×vs

‖vb×vs‖ represents the rotation axis. The quaternion and the rotation matrix
can be transformed through the equation:

Rs
b = I + 2ηsbS(εsb) + 2S2(εsb), S(v) =

 0 −v3 v2
v3 0 −v1
−v2 v1 0

 (1)

Taking the derivative of the rotation matrix, we get
.

R
s
b = Rs

bS
(

wb
sb

)
, where is the

projection of the rotation of vector b relative to vector c on b.
Quaternion multiplication can deal with the problem of combing finite time rotations of

the rigid body. Supposing there are two consecutive rotation quaternions, then they can be
combined into an equivalent quaternion through quaternion multiplication: q⊗p = M(q)p,

where M(·) is the quaternion multiplication operator: M(q) =


q0 −q1 −q2 −q3
q1 q0 q3 −q2
q2 −q3 q0 q1
q3 q2 −q1 q0

.
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Theorem 1. ([27]). If a rigid body makes a finite number of consecutive rotations around the axes
that pass the same fixed point, then the size of the composite rotation angle has nothing to do with
the order of each continuous rotation, but the direction of the composite rotation is related to the
order of each continuous rotation.

That is to say, the final attitude of the rigid body is related to the sequence of continuous
rotation, and the position of the composite rotation axis changes with the sequence of
continuous rotation.

The rotation of the UAV between two coordinate systems can be disassembled into
multiple continuous rotations: qna=qne ⊗ qea, where the formula represents the rotation
from frame-a to frame-e, and then to frame-n. According to Theorem 1, defining the current
quaternion qea relative to the previous quaternion qne.guarantees the direction that a vector
rotated by qna is pointing in is determine by the last quaternion qea. This inspires us to
define each rotation as a subtask and arrange subtasks according to their importance, then
combine subtasks into a total task. For example, the task represented by quaternion qea
takes precedence over the task represented by qne. After the high-level task qea is completed,

it will degenerate into a unit quaternion
[

1 0T ]T, and its effect on the composite rotation
will reduce to zero. Then, the system will proceed to the next task defined as qne.

2.2. UAV Dynamics Model

The dynamic of a fixed-wing UAV is represented by the following equations of motion:

.
pn

UAV = Rn
b vb

UAV (2)

m
.
vb

UAV = Fb
ag

(
vb

UAV

)
−mS

(
wb

nb

)
vb

UAV + mu1 (3)

J
.

wb
nb = Mb

at

(
wb

nb, vb
UAV

)
− S

(
wb

nb

)
Jwb

nb + Au2 (4)

In the Equation (2), pn
UAV represents the position of the UAV relative to the n-frame,

and vb
UAV =

[
vb

x vb
y vb

z

]T
is the velocity of the UAV in b-frame. In the Equation (3), m is

the quality of the UAV, Fb
ag is the combined force of the aerodynamic and gravity forces of the

UAV in b-frame, which is a nonlinear function of vb
UAV . u1 =

[
Tb

x 0 0
]T is the control

input of the translation loop, and only includes a thrust of the body. In the Equation (4), J is
the inertia matrix, Mb

at is the resultant moment of the aerodynamic and thrust moments
of the UAV, which is a nonlinear function of wb

nb, vb
UAV , and u2 =

[
va ve vr

]T is the
control input of the rotation loop, denoting the rudder angle.

The guidance system computes a desired quaternion, a desired angular velocity, and
a desired angular acceleration. The translation loop and rotation loop solve the control
inputs u1, u2 to track the desired speed and attitude, respectively. The structure of the UAV
controller is shown in Figure 1.
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Rotational 
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Figure 1. Controller structure.
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2.3. Problem Statement

Assumption:

1. The UAV and obstacle are seen as spheres with radii rUAV , rOBS, respectively;
2. The obstacle mentioned in this article is assumed to be a moving but non-maneuvering

obstacle;
3. Suppose sensors mounted on the UAV can accurately provide measurements, such

as locations pUAV , pOBS ∈ R3, velocities vUAV , vOBS ∈ R3 and radii rUAV , rOBS of the
UAV itself and obstacles;

4. The control system cycle is consistent with the detection system cycle;
5. The influence of wind is ignored during the flight of the UAV to simplify the problem.

The UAV and the obstacle are moving in a three-dimensional spaceW = R3. X ⊂ Rm1

represents the set of states of the UAV, m1 denotes the dimension of the state space, U ⊂ Rm2

represents the set of control input of the UAV, and m2 denotes the dimension of the
control input

.
x(t) = f1(x(t)) + f2(x(t))u(t) (5)

where x ∈ X , u ∈ U , f1(·) and f2(·) are nonlinear functions of the state x. Given an
initial x(t0) and a control input u(t), the state of the robot at time t ≥ t0 can be solved. If
rank[ f2(x(t))] < dim[x(t)], the system described in Equation (5) is said to be underactuated.
The position of the UAV pUAV can be derived from x(t0) and u(t):

pUAV(t) = f3(x(t0), u(t)) (6)

where f3(·) ∈ X × U → R3 . D(p, r) = {l | ‖l-p‖ ≤ r} denotes the area occupied by a
sphere, centered at p with radius r. Similarly, the airspace occupied by the UAV can be
expressed as O(pUAV) = D(pUAV , rUAV) ∈ R3, where rUAV is the radius of the UAV. This
also applies to obstacles O(pOBS) = D(pOBS, rOBS) ∈ R3.

Definition 1. The UAV will remain collision-free with the obstacle in period τ.

O(pUAV(t)) ∩O(pOBS(t)) = ∅, ∀t ∈
[

t0 t0 + τ
)

(7)

Definition 2. The UAV arrives at the destination ppre.

e := pUAV − ppre, ‖e(t0)‖ > ε > 0, ∃t > 0, ε ≤ e(t) ≤ Λ (8)

When ‖e(t)‖ ≤ Λ, we conclude that the UAV has arrived at the destination point. To
achieve Definitions 1 and 2, we define a desired frame-d and make the frame-s align with
the desired frame-d by controlling the attitude and speed of the UAV. Quaternions qea and
qne are used to represent the obstacle avoidance and target tracking sub-task, respectively,
and then the quaternion multiplication qna=qne ⊗ qea is utilized to combine these sub-tasks
into a total task, which is defined as the desired quaternion, qnd: := qna. The purpose of
this work can be defined as follows: given the initial state x(t0) and the information of the
obstacle, computing a control input u(t) for the UAV, such that

qnd →
[

1 0T ]T (9)

3. Improved 3D-VO Method for UAV Collision Avoidance

Under the guidance framework proposed in this work, all subtasks are described by
position vectors in the n-frame. In this section, we introduce obstacle avoidance points
resulting from the improved 3D-VO algorithm.
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3.1. Formation of 3D-Velocity Obstacle Set

For UAVs, 3D-VO [17] methods define the set of velocities that will collide with
moving obstacles within the time horizon τ. The set is denoted by VOUAV|OBS(vOBS):

VOUAV|OBS(vOBS) = {vUAV | R(pUAV , vUAV − vOBS) ∩ (D(pUAV , rUAV)⊕D(pOBS, rOBS)) 6= ∅ } (10)

whereR(p, v) = {p + tv|t >0} includes the rays with the starting point p and the direction
v. The UAV will not collide with the moving obstacle with velocity vOBS when vUAV
lies outside VOUAV|OBS(vOBS). The geometry of VOUAV|OBS(vOBS) is a cone. Related
parameters are shown in Equation (11).

Ovo = vOBS, dai =
√

d2
uo − r2

ps

dvo =
d2

ai
duo

, rvo = rps
dai
duo

ηvo = arcsin
(

rvo
dai

)
kvo =

 cos θuo cosψuo
cos θuo sinψuo

sinθuo

dvo

(11)

where duo is the distance between the UAV and the moving obstacle, kvo and ηVO represent
the axis and the half angle of the cone, respectively, as shown in Figure 2a. The position of
the obstacle is described by the spherical coordinates relative to frame-n. The vertex OVO of
the cone is translated from the position O∗vo of the UAV along vOBS, as shown in Figure 2b.
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A standard cone parametric equation is illustrated in Equation (12) xc
yc
zc

 =

 q
q tan ηvo cos ϕ
q tan ηvo sin ϕ

 (12)

where q ∈ [0, dVO], ϕ ∈ [0, 2π]. Further, it is necessary to rotate the above cone twice to
align its cone axis with kvo and translate along vOBS until the vertex coincides with Ovo.
Finally, we obtain the geometry of VOUAV|OBS(vOBS), which is called the VO cone. This
process is represented by Equation (13).

When the distance duo between the UAV and the obstacle below the safety threshold
distance dsa f e(dsa f e > rUAV + rOBS), VOUAV|OBS(vOBS) is updated in real time to determine
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whether the collision will happen in the future. This is mainly based on whether the positive
extension of vUAV is inside the VO cone. xVO

yVO
zVO

 =

 cos ψUO sin ψUO 0
− sin ψUO cos ψUO 0

0 0 1

 cos θUO 0 − sin θUO
0 1 0

sin θUO 0 cos θUO

 xc
yc
zc

+Ovo (13)

{
dUO ≤ dsa f e

[vUAV −Ovo]′kvo > cos ηvo‖vUAV −Ovo‖
(14)

If the condition in Equation (14) is satisfied, the positive extension of vUAV is in-
side the VO cone, then the set of avoidance velocities further generate AVUAV|OBS =
W\VOUAV|OBS(vOBS). When the avoidance velocity vavo of the UAV in the next time
horizon belongs to AVUAV|OBS, the collision can be avoided. The solution of vavo is intro-
duced in Section 4.2. The termination of obstacle avoidance mode cannot be judged by
vUAV /∈ VOUAV|OBS(vOBS) alone. When the obstacle avoidance mode is nearing the end,
it is often the moment that the distance is close to the minimum, which can easily distort
the VO cone, resulting in failing to find the correct obstacle avoidance velocity and even
causing the control commands of the UAV chattering. Consequently, we introduce a λ
angle, which is the angle between two vectors. The stage shown in Figure 3a is the initial
stage of obstacle avoidance λ1 > λ∗, where λ∗ is a design parameter. Figure 3c shows
λ3 < λ∗, indicating that the avoidance mode has ended. The UAV is between the obstacle
and the destination point. The stage shown in Figure 3b is the critical stage and λ2 = λ∗.
Hence, the judgment basis of the avoidance mode is redefined as

dUO ≤dsa f e

[vUAV −Ovo]
′kvo >cos ηvo‖vUAV −Ovo‖

λ >λ∗
(15)
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Figure 3. Task status: (a) collision avoidance, (b) critical state, (c) way point tracking.

3.2. Avoidance Planes

Similar to two-dimensional velocity obstacle (2D-VO) methods, the UAV needs to
independently find the avoidance velocity in the setAVUAV|OBS that is constantly being up-
dated in real time. However, compared with the 2D-VO method, the topological dimension
of the configuration space is expanded to three, and the difficulty of solving the avoidance
velocity also increases. Hence, we follow the concept on the avoidance planes mentioned in
Refs. [17,28]. Avoidance planes help transform the 3D problems into a series of 2D setups.
S is defined as a series of discrete planes that rotate around the x-axis of the s-frame at
certain angles. The plane of rotation angle δ is denoted as Sδ ∈ S , shown in Figure 2b.

The cross section obtained by the intersection of VOUAV|OBS(vOBS) and the plane
Sδ = R2 is denoted as Sδ

UAV|OBS(vB). If there is a collision in the Sδ plane, then selecting
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the avoidance velocity vavo ∈ Sδ\Sδ
UAV|OBS(vB) outside the area Sδ

UAV|OBS(vB) can avoid
the collision.

To obtain expressions of conic sections in any obstacle avoidance plane, we implement
a rotation-plane coordinate system

{
xδ, yδ, zδ

}
by rotating the s-frame around the xs axis at

an angle of δ and then projecting the VO cone under the rotation-plane coordinate system: xδ

yδ

zδ

 = Rδ
s

 xs

ys

zs

, Rδ
s =

 1 0 0
0 cos δ sin δ
0 − sin δ cos δ

 (16)

We set the zδ−axis coordinate of the VO cone to zero and obtain the coordinate points
set

F ==

{(
xδ

vo, yδ
vo
)∣∣∣∣ zδ

vo = 0

}
, which is the coordinates of the conic section on the avoid-

ance plane Sδ. When zδ = 0, for each ϕ, there exists a unique q corresponding to it. The
mapping relationship is described as

q|zδ=0 =
Ovoy sin δ−Ovoz cos δ

sin ψuo cos θuo sin δ− tan ηvo cos ϕ cos ψuo sin δ− tan ηvo sin ϕ sin ψuo sin θuo sin δ + sin θuo cos δ + tan ηvo sin ϕ cos θuo cos δ
(17)

When δ takes different values, the shape of the conic section is different, roughly
divided into ellipse, hyperbola, and triangle. Generally, there is a strong correlation
between the shape of the conic section and collision risk for the UAV. The shapes of the
collision risk from high to low are the triangle, hyperbola, and ellipse. Therefore, we would
better find an appropriate vavo in the elliptical conic section, which can be selected by
judging the relationship between ζδ and ηVO:

ζδ = arccos

k′vo
dvo

 0
sin δ
cos δ

 (18)

When
ζδ <

π

2
− ηVO (19)

the conic section shape is an ellipse; otherwise it is a hyperbola or triangle.

3.3. Avoidance Velocity

We rely on the concept of the VO cone and the avoidance plane introduced in the
previous sections to solve the avoidance velocity, mainly referring to Ref. [17], additionally
taking into account the kinematic and dynamic constraints of the fixed-wing UAV. The
original VO methods usually update the avoidance velocity to a point on the boundary of
the VO cone. There are many ways to solve such a velocity, for example: by changing the
magnitude without changing the direction, changing the direction without changing the
magnitude, or a combination the two strategies, according to a certain optimization index.
For fixed-wing UAVs, its velocity magnitude must be greater than the stall speed. At the
same time, the top speed is limited, due to physical limitations. Therefore, the velocity
control range seems to be narrow. Moreover, due to the inertia of the UAV, the thrust is
less sensitive for controlling the velocity. Consequently, relying on rudders to change the
direction of the velocity is considered to be the best way in this work.

Constraints 1 (dynamic constraints): We introduce the concept of the maximum
deflection angle α, which is the maximum change of the velocity in the direction, in order to
characterize the dynamic constraints of the UAV, similar to the motion primitives proposed
in Ref. [13]. In this work, vavo is a continuous control parameter vavo 7→ u(vavo) , indicating
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the magnitude and direction of the velocity of the UAV, defining the reference trajectory
from the moment the UAV avoidance mode starts.

pre f (t) = p(t0) + (t− t0)vavo , t ≥ t0

Meanwhile, the trajectory pUAV(t) is the bijective function of the initial state x(t0) and
the control input u(t). The control input needs to meet the dynamic constraints of the UAV:

U =
{

u ∈ R3, respect all dynamic constrains
}

(20)

The trajectory of the UAV gradually converges to the reference trajectory under the
control force. The maximum error between the trajectory and the reference trajectory
χ(t) = max

(
‖pUAV(t)− pre f (t)‖

)
shows a significant difference under different initial

states and control input. The influence of the control parameter vavo on χ is what we are
concerned about. As shown in Figure 4b, the UAV can track the reference trajectory of the
original direction with a small error, and the maximum error value increases almost linearly
with the increase in α Figure 4a. We can quickly query the maximum error corresponding
to a different value of α, which is constant relative to a given initial value. Given the initial
state x(t0), the set of control parameters that limit the maximum error below χ∗ is defined
as follows:
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Figure 4. (a) Maximum tracking errors in (m) for the fixed-wing UAV and for varying direction of
control velocities vavo. (b) The flight trajectory of the fixed-wing UAV under varying direction of
control velocities. Example in the picture, the initial velocity is set to vUAV = 40 m/s and the initial

quaternion to qbs =
[
1 0T]T.

A :=
{

vavo

∣∣∣ max
(
‖pUAV(t)− pre f (t)‖

)
≤ χ∗ u ∈ U

}
(21)

where v∗avo refers to the boundary of the set A, corresponding to the maximum deflection
angle αmax. In the avoidance plane Sδ = R2, the relationship between the original velocity
of the UAV and the avoidance velocity is expressed as follows:

vδ
avo = K(α) · vδ

UAV

K(α) =

[
cos(α) − sin(α)
sin(α) cos(α)

]
(‖α‖ ≤ αmax) (22)

Constraints 2 (collision avoidance and kinematic constraints): In addition to the
magnitude constraint, vavo must satisfy the obstacle avoidance constraint as well, that is,
the end of the vector, which we call the velocity point, should be on the conic section F .

(
vδ

avox , vδ
avoy

)
∈
{(

xδ
vo, yδ

vo

)∣∣∣∣ zδ
vo = 0

}
∩
{(

xδ, yδ
)∣∣∣∣(xδ

)2
+
(

yδ
)2

= ‖vUAV‖2
}

(23)
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In Equation (23), the velocity point in the avoidance plane Sδ is defined as the inter-
section of the conic section F and circular curve

{(
xδ, yδ

)∣∣∣(xδ
)2

+
(
yδ
)2

= ‖vUAV‖2
}

. As
shown in Figure 5, three situations need to be considered: (a) F and the circular curve
only have one intersection, vavo1

, in the feasible region (gray). Then this point is defined
as the velocity point. (b) There are two intersection points of F and the circular curve in
the feasible region. Then the vector with the smallest α is chosen as the avoidance velocity.
(c) There is no intersection point of F and the circular curve in the feasible region. Then the
vector corresponding to αmax is the avoidance velocity. In this case, a reasonable selection
of dsafe [11] can ensure that the UAV avoids collision in the worst scenario (the UAV flying
toward the obstacle):
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dmin =

√√√√√2

√
‖vUAV‖rpzτ

αmax
+ ‖vOBS‖T

2

+ r2
pz

T =
τ

αmax
arctan

2
√
‖vUAV‖rpzταmax

‖vUAV‖τ − αmaxrpz


dsafe ≥dmin

(24)

where τ is the control system cycle. The smaller αmax is, the larger dsafe is needed. Nev-
ertheless, the selection of dsafe needs to meet the requirements of αmax and consider the
detection range of the sensor.

When Equation (15) is satisfied, vδ
avo is calculated in each avoidance plane

Sδ(δ = δ1, δ = δ2 · · · δ = δn). Among these solutions, the avoidance velocity with the small-
est angle α will be selected and mapped to the inertial coordinate system to generate the
avoidance points:

pn
avo(t) = pn

UAV(t0) +
∫ t

t0

vn
avo(t) dt (25)

where t0 is the initial time of the avoidance mode, vn
avo(t) is constantly updated, and pn

avo(t)
will be used in the next chapter to construct the avoidance coordinate system and be
mapped onto the control input.

4. Multiple Task Implementation Using a Hierarchical Architecture

Dealing with conflicting tasks is considered the key to behavior control, the difference
of which is reflected in the way they arrange conflicting tasks and the way they construct
subtasks into a total task. The hierarchical architecture used in this work is a form of
behavior control. It arranges conflicting tasks in order of their importance. High-level
tasks always subsume low-level tasks. The construction structure is shown in Figure 6.
Ref. [29] utilized quaternion to describe the desired attitude of the UAV and applied it to
the waypoint tracking problem. Our approach extends this previous work, defines the
outputs of each subtask module as a task quaternion and calculates the total task quaternion
by the quaternion multiplication. We assume that the UAV is flying under the effect of
two behaviors.
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Behavior 1: destination point tracking, task quaternion qne.
Behavior 2: obstacle avoiding, task quaternion qec.
The task quaternion of obstacle avoiding is established relative to the task quaternion

of destination point tracking, so qec always subsumes qne, which coincides with the concept
of hierarchical architecture. Each task is defined by describing the error between the current
position and the desired position. As shown in Figure 7, pn

UAV , pn
avo, pn

OBS, pn
d respect the

position of the UAV, avoidance point, obstacle, and destination point, respectively.
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4.1. Task Quaternion 1: Destination Point Tracking

To guide the UAV to the destination point, the position error of the UAV is projected
onto the xe axis of the error coordinate system. Then, the UAV translates along with xe under
the action of the attitude controller until the destination point is reached. As in Figure 7,
en

ud denotes the position error between pn
d and pn

UAV in the n-frame. The positive direction
of the x-axis of the e-frame is aligned with en

ud, so the e-frame can be defined through
the rotation:

ee
ud =

[
‖en

ud‖ 0 0
]T

= Re
n(p

n
d − pn

UAV) = Re
nen

ud (26)

The control objective is to make ee →
[
0T]T . The rotation quaternion between the

n-frame and the e-frame and the rotation matrix can be defined as

θne = cos−1

(
ee

ud · e
n
ud

‖en
ud‖

2

)
. kne =

ee
ud × en

ud
‖ee

ud × en
ud‖

(27)

qne =
[

ηne εT
ne
]T

=
[

cos( θne
2 ) kne

T sin( θne
2 )

]T
(28)

Rn
e = I + 2ηneS(εne) + 2S2(εne) (29)
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To obtain the desired angular velocity, we first take the derivative of Equation (26),
which gives

.
ee

= −S(we
ne)e

e − Re
bvb

UAV (30)

Then, substituting equation −S(we
ne)ee = S(ee)we

ne into Equation (30), gives ‖ .
en

ud‖
0
0

 =

 0
‖en

ud‖w
e
ne(2)

‖en
ud‖w

e
ne(3)

− Re
bvb

UAV (31)

It can be seen from Equation (31) that we
ne only contains the second and third terms.

Therefore, rewriting Equation (30) as Equation (32) will not affect the final calculation result
of we

ne.
S(ee

ud)w
e
ne = Re

bvb
UAV (32)

we
ne = S†(ee

ud)R
n
bRe

nvb
UAV (33)

Equation (28) defines the rotation between two coordinate systems. When the task
quaternion in Equation (28) degenerates into a unit quaternion, we think that two coordi-
nate systems have reached a coincidence and the task is completed. At the same time, the
desired angular velocity in Equation (33) converges to zero.

4.2. Task Quaternion 2: Collision Avoidance

What remains is establishing the avoidance coordinate system denoted as an a-frame.
Ideally, the a-frame should be aligned with vavo; however, this cannot be achieved since the
acceleration of obstacles is difficult to measure in practice. Therefore, we build the a-frame
based on the avoidance points mentioned in Section 2. As shown in Figure 7, an

ua denotes
the error between pn

UAV and pn
avo, and the positive x-axis direction of the a-frame is aligned

with an
ua.

aa =
[
‖ae‖ 0 0

]T
= Ra

eRe
n(p

n
avo − pn

UAV) = Ra
eRe

nan (34)

where an rotates from n-frame to e-frame, and then generates the quaternion to rotate from
ae to aa. That is to say, an first rotates to align with the e-frame, and then to align with the
a-frame. The obstacle avoidance task quaternion, the rotation matrix between the e-frame
and the a-frame, and the obstacle avoidance angular velocity are expressed by the following
Equations (35)–(38).

θea = cos−1

(
aa·ae

‖ae‖2

)
. kea =

aa × ae

‖aa × ae‖ (35)

qea =
[

ηea εT
ea
]T

=
[

cos
(

θea
2

)
kT

ea sin
(

θea
2

) ]T
(36)

Re
a = I + 2ηeaS(εea) + 2S2(εea) (37)

ωa
ea = S†(aa)(Ra

eS(ωe
ne)R

e
nan −Re

nRa
e(v

n
OBS − vn

UAV)) (38)

Finally, two subtask quaternions are combined into a total task quaternion, which is
defined as the desired quaternion. The desired angular velocity is also derived:{

qnd:=qna=qne ⊗ qea
wd

nd:=wa
na=Ra

ewe
ne+wa

ea
(39)

5. Attitude and Velocity Control Commands

The desired quaternion and the desired angular velocity are derived in the previous
section. What remains is deriving the attitude and velocity control commands to track the
desired attitude and velocity, respectively. For underactuated UAVs, Ref. [29] designed
a sliding mode attitude controller, Ref. [30] proposed a velocity controller based on the
backstepping technique, and Ref. [31] utilized a virtual saturated controller guaranteed
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the attitude error and the velocity error converge to zero. The controller designed in this
chapter is mainly based on Refs. [29,30].

5.1. Velocity Controller

Given the Equation (3), we know the UAV is underactuated since u1 contains only a
thrust Tb

x along xb. Hence, our approach introduces a velocity scalar and then utilizes the
backstepping method to design a velocity controller to make the velocity scalar converge to
a desired value vd. The speed scalar of the UAV is defined as

vUAV =

√(
vb

UAV
)Tvb

UAV (40)

Taking the derivative of Equation (40), we obtain

.
vUAV =

1
vUAV

(
vb

UAV

)T .
vb

UAV =

(
vb

UAV

)T
Fb

ag

(
vb

UAV

)
mvUAV

+
vb

UAVx
Tb

x

mvUAV
(41)

where we use the fact, vT
1 S(v2)v1 = 0. The desired velocity scalar is a constant vd > 0, and

the velocity error is defined as v̂ := vUAV − vd. Given Equation (41) and the introduced
variables x1 =

∫ t
0 v̂ dτ and x2 = v̂, we find

.
x1 = x2
.
x2 =

(vb
UAV)

T
Fb

ag(vb
UAV)

mvUAV
+

vb
UAVx Tb

x
mvUAV

(42)

We further introduce a Lyapunov function V1 = 1
2 x2

1, then take the derivative of it,
giving

.
V1 = x1x2. Another Lyapunov function is constructed as V2 = V1 +

1
2 z2, where

z = x2 + k1x1. Taking the derivative of V2 gives

.
V2 =

.
V1 + z

.
z = x1z− k1x2

1 + z
( .

x2 + k1x2
)
= x1z− k1x2

1 + z


(

vb
UAV

)T
Fb

ag

(
vb

UAV

)
mvUAV

+
vb

UAVx
Tb

x

mvUAV
+ k1x2

 (43)

Above, a control input of the thrust is designed as

Tb
x =

mvUAV

vb
UAVx

−
(

vb
UAV

)T
Fb

ag

(
vb

UAV

)
mvUAV

− k1x2 − x1 − k2z

 (44)

where parameters k1, k2 > 0. Substituting Equation (44) into Equation (43), we find

.
V2 = −k1x2

1 − k2z2 ≤ −k1x2
1 − k2x2

2 (45)

According to the Lyapunov stability theory, when (x1, x2)→ (0, 0) , the velocity error
v̂ will go to zero.

5.2. Attitude Controller

In this section, we implement a sliding mode attitude controller to align the s-frame of
the UAV with the d-frame. We do so firstly by defining the rotational quaternion between the
s-frame and the d-frame:
qds = qdn ⊗ qnb ⊗ qbs. When qds →

[
1 0

]T under the effect of the control input, we
think that the s-frame coincides with the d-frame. However, from a control point of view,
we are more accustomed to the control variable converging to the relative origin. Therefore,
we introduce a virtual variable q∗ds :=

[
1 0

]T − qds such that q∗ds → [0]T is equivalent
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to qds →
[

1 0
]T . Then, taking the derivative of q∗ds gives

.
q∗ds = Dq

(
q∗ds
)
ws

ds, where

Dq
(
q∗ds
)

:= 1
2

[
εT

ds
ηds I + S(εds)

]
. Finally, we define the sliding variable [29,30]:

s = wb
nb −wb

re f (46)

wb
re f = wb

nd −wb
bs − κ1Rb

s DT
q q∗ds (47)

where wb
re f is the projection of the reference angular velocity relative to n-frame on the

b-frame.

.
s =

1
J

(
Mb

at

(
wb

nb, vb
UAV

)
− S

(
wb

nb

)
Jwb

nb + Au2

)
− .

wb
re f (48)

We introduce a Lyapunov function V3 = 1
2 κ2
(
q∗ds
)Tqds +

1
2 sT Js and take the derivative

of V3, giving

.
V3 = κ2(q∗ds)

TDqws
ds + sT

(
Mb

at

(
wb

nb, vb
UAV

)
− S

(
wb

nb

)
Jwb

nb + Au2 − J
.

wb
re f

)
(49)

where κ2 > 0, and since ws
ds = Rs

b

(
s− κ1Rb

s DT
q q∗ds

)
,

.
V3 can be rewritten as

.
V3 = −κ1κ2(q∗ds)

TDqDT
q q∗ds + sT

(
Mb

at

(
wb

nb, vb
UAV

)
− S

(
wb

nb

)
Jwb

nb + Au2 − J
.

wb
re f + κ2Rb

s DT
q q∗ds

)
(50)

The control input u2 can be given similar to before as

u2 = A−1
(

S
(

wb
nb

)
Jwb

nb −Mb
at

(
wb

nb, vb
UAV

)
+ J

.
wb

re f − κ2Rb
s DT

q q∗ds − Kss
)

(51)

where Ks is a positive-definite matrix. Substituting Equation (51) into Equation (50) gives

.
V3 = −κ1κ2(q∗ds)

TDqDT
q q∗ds − sTKss ≤

−κ1κ2

8
‖q∗ds‖

2 − ˘min(Ks)‖s‖2 (52)

where ˘min is the minimal eigenvalue of the matrix Ks. According to the Lyapunov stability
theory and Equation (52), we find

(
q∗ds, s

)
→ (0, 0) ; then, as a consequence, the s-frame

coincides with the d-frame.
A flowchart of the overall method is shown in Figure 8. Algorithm 1 summarizes the

collision avoidance guidance frame, where Vk is the set of the avoidance velocity at the
K-th step, and the function feasible Section(δ) checks if the shape of the conic section is
expected, given a rotation angle δ in Equation (18). If Equation (19) satisfied, then return
‘true’; else ‘false’. We assumed that the control system as well as the detection system
operate at the same rate and uniformly set the cycle as the time constant τ.
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Algorithm 1. Attidude and Velocity Commands at the K-th Step

1. design parameter: rps , dsa f e , αmax , pn
d , τ,AG = [0◦,±π

4 , π
2 ]

2. Input: pn
U AV , pn

OBS , vU AV , vOBS , rOBS
3. Output: u2 , Tb

x
4. begin
5. obtain qne(k), we

ne(k) by substituting pn
UAV(k), pn

d into Equations (26)–(33)
6. if ‖pn

UAV − pn
OBS‖2 < dsa f e and meet the conditions: Equation (15) then

7. for each δ in AG, do
8. vδ

avo ← Solution of quadratic Equation (23) with constrain Equation (22)
9. if feasible Section(δ) = ’Ture’
10. Vk ← Vk ∪ vδ

avo
11. end if
12. end for
13. if Vk 6= ∅ then
14. select vavo(k) ∈ Vk with the smallest rotation angle α

15. return vavo(k)
16. // If Vk = ∅, the AG needs to be extended
17. end
18. Map vavo(k) to qea(k) , wa

ea(k) following Equation (25), Equations (34)–(38)
qnd(k)←Equation (39)

19. else
20. qea(k)←

[
1 0

]T ; wa
ea(k)← [0]T; qnd(k)← Equation (39)

21. end if
22. Compute velocity command Tb

x (k) following Equations (40)–(44)
23. Compute Attitude command u2(k) following Equations (46)–(51)
24. Apply controls
25. end

6. Simulation

We performed a numerical simulation on a laptop to verify the effectiveness of the
three-dimensional obstacle avoidance guidance algorithm proposed above. The laptop
ran Windows 10 Professional 64-bit with an AMD Ryzen 7 4800H with Radeon Graph-
ics CPU (2.9 GHz) and 16 GB RAM. All simulations were developed in the MATLAB
2020b environment. The parameters of the UAV, collision avoidance algorithm, and
control system are summarized in Table 1. The initial states of the obstacle are set as
pn

OBS(0) = [ 984.4 1396.43 390.1 ]
T, and vOBS = [ 0 −40 0 ]

T. The deflection angle
is constrained in the range of ±15◦, and the maximum thrust of the engine is limited to 250
N.

Table 1. Parameters of the fixed-wing UAV, collision avoidance and control system.

Fixed-Wing UAV 3D-VO Collision Avoidance Control System

m = 20.64 kg pn
UAV (0) = [0 0 −100]T rps = 100 m dsa f e = 500 m k1 = 2 k2 = 2

vb
UAV (0)= [30 0 0]T qnb(0) = [1 0 0 0]T λ∗ = 90◦ vd = 40 m/s κ1 = 2 κ2 = 2
wb

nb(0) = [0 0 0]T pn
d = [20 10 10]T ∗ 103 αmax = 90◦ τ= 0.5 s Ks = 2I Λ= 5 m

Simulation 1: Use the algorithm that updates the avoidance plane in real time.

Figure 9 a shows the trajectory of the UAV and the obstacle in the inertial coordinate
system. The solid line represents the flight trajectory of the UAV. It can be seen from
Figure 9a that the controller of the UAV leads to a smooth and continuous trajectory.
Dashed and dotted lines respectively represent the moving target and the UAV in a non-
avoidance mode. They intersect at a collision point (t = 23.8 s), indicating that if the
avoidance maneuver is not performed, a collision will occur at that time. Figure 9b shows
the change of the distance between the UAV and the moving obstacle over time, and
the minimum distance between the UAV and the moving obstacle is greater than rps as
expected. It took 41.35 s to complete the task.
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Figure 9. (a) Trajectory of fix-wing UAV and obstacle in inertial coordinate system, (b) distance
between fixed-wing UAV and obstacle (Simulation 1).

Figure 10 shows the control input of the rotation loop and the translation loop, the
velocity, the angular velocity, and the attitude information of the UAV.

Figure 10c shows that the thrust engine is started in the initial stage (t = 0–2.1 s),
pushing the UAV to a predetermined velocity. As shown in Figure 10d,e during the period
(t = 0–17.2 s), the quaternion q∗ds representing the error between the d-frame and the s-frame
gradually converges to zero, indicating that the UAV can be directed toward the destination
point. When an obstacle is detected and Equation (15) is satisfied, signal Y becomes 1 and
the controller continuously controls the UAV keeps a certain safety distance with the obsta-
cle, as in Figure 10a,b. In Figure 10f, the dotted, dashed, and solid lines represent vavox , vavox

and vavoz , respectively. In the avoidance mode (t = 17.2–18.8 s), vavox increases, vavox as well
as vavoz decrease, and the thrust remains at 0, indicating that the UAV has only changed the
direction of the velocity. Due to the avoidance maneuver, the attitude of the UAV changes
drastically. Figure 10 g shows the attitude, including the roll, pitch and yaw angle. During
the period (t = 17.2–18.8 s), the yaw angle continues to decrease, indicating that the UAV
has adopted the strategy of avoiding obstacles on the right side. The sudden increase in
the attack angle and the sideslip angle are shown in Figure 10h reflects the fact that the
b-frame cannot be aligned with the s-frame immediately due to the existence of the UAV’s
moment of inertia. As shown in Figure 10d, q∗ds has undergone two obvious divergence
and reconvergence processes after experiencing the initial disturbance and then converging
to 0. The first time is the process of converging to the obstacle avoidance point in the avoid-
ance mode, and the latter is the process of re-converging to the destination point in the
guidance mode.
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Simulation 2: Fixed avoidance plane with different rotation angles: δ1 = 0◦,
δ2 = 45◦, δ3 = −45 and δ4 = 90◦.

We also performed a simulation where the UAV does not update the avoidance plane
but chooses a fixed avoidance plane with a pre-set rotation angle, while the initial state and
control parameters are the same as before. The simulation was implemented to quantify
the impact of the rotation angle of the obstacle avoidance plane on the obstacle avoidance.
Figure 11a shows four trajectories of the UAV with different avoidance planes. It can be
seen from Figure 11b that different avoidance planes mainly affect the minimum distance
and avoidance time in the macroscopic view.

When the obstacle avoidance plane rotation angle is δ = 90◦, 45, the flight time is
46.2 s and 44.9 s, respectively. However, the flight time is 42.4 s when the obstacle avoidance
plane rotation angle is δ = 0◦ or − 45, and the trajectory is smoother. When we adopted
the strategy of updating the rotation angle, under the same initial conditions, the flight
time was 41.35 s, which is less than that in the fixed avoidance plane case. By analyzing
the minimum distance between the UAV and the moving obstacle, we can observe that
the algorithm adopting an updated avoidance plane can guarantee a less conservative
avoidance trajectory. The reason for this difference is that in the fixed-angle avoidance
plane, the choice of the avoidance velocity cannot always be guaranteed to be the smallest
deviation from the original velocity; thus, the UAV flew over an unnecessarily long path.
As shown in Figure 11b the minimum distance between the UAV and the obstacle was
113.84 m when the rotation angle of avoidance planes was defined as ß

4 . This is because
the velocity of the UAV and the moving obstacle are almost simultaneously in the Sδ plane
during the avoidance stage. Therefore, comparing the fixed avoidance plane and updated
avoidance plane implementations of the method, we found that the latter guarantees the
trajectory to be a less conservative and faster process.
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7. Conclusions

In this work, we present a guidance framework that can enable the UAV to move
along the collision-free smooth reference trajectory. In particular, we extend the traditional
3D-VO methods to kinodynamic constrained nonholonomic UAVs. The approach was to
limit the set of feasible velocities to those that can be achieved with a position error below a
predefined value. A reference collision-free trajectory resulting from the 3D-VO approach
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can be retained by integrating the updated avoidance velocity. The simulation results
verified that the UAV can implement collision avoidance maneuvers under allowable
trust and torque. We discussed fixed avoidance plane and updated avoidance plane
implementations of the method and showed that the latter guarantees the trajectory to be
more optimized but processed slower. Compared with other VO-based algorithms, the
main innovation of this method is reflected in the extension of the 3D-VO to underactuated
systems. The approach is to map underactuated variables to existing actuators. The method
we proposed in this paper allows for fast online control and low computational cost, and
flexible task assignment was presented in the detailed simulation experiments.

Although the guidance framework proposed in this paper is desirable, there is still
large room for improvement. This algorithm was not tested in a multi-obstacle scenario.
The extension to cooperative obstacle avoidance of UAV formation is yet to be considered,
which will become our next research focus. The robustness against external disturbances,
such as wind gusts, was not discussed.
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